Thus the traditional publisher is characterized by a strong individual personality who becomes a house trademark. Secondly, the firm must remain small enough for this individual to retain a close, personal contact with authors. Finally, publishers who count fulfill a pedagogical and cultural function by publishing books that should be read. Such publishers have a very definite notion of a Tendenz which unites the publishing program and supports the house identity.
Piper's response to the conflict between the publisher's role as cultural mediator and the economic exigencies of the postwar marketplace was a synthesis: "Den 'unbequemen' aber notwendigen Autoren miissen wir Verleger unsere Tore offnen. Durch den Dienst am 'alten Wahren' und an den Aufgaben der Gegenwart bekunden wir den Sinn fiir die Aktualitat unseres Berufes."7 Literary publishers in the Federal Republic attempted to achieve this synthesis by promoting their role as mediators and articulators of the literary canon ('dem alten Wahren') while searching for new authors and programs. 11. Modern paperbacks were, for the most part, produced for mass production and distribution which necessitated reorganization within the publishing house and, perhaps more significantly, a new perception of how books should look (i.e. cover, paper, design) and how they should be sold. Siegfried Unseld's comments regarding the development of Suhrkamp Verlag reflect this conflict between the traditional publisher and modern publisher: "Das war einer der Konflikte in den Jahren der Zusammenarbeit mit Suhrkamp: DaB ich sagte, was nutzt es uns, wenn wir schone Bucher machen, wenn wir sie dann nicht verkaufen. Ich habe damals u.a. eine Vertriebsorganisation aufgebaut, Werbung eingefuhrt. Suhrkamps Standpunkt war sicher ehrenwert -aber so kann man nur einen kleinen, personlichen Verlag fuhren. Damals zwischen 1950 und 1960, ging das ja auch gut, damals gab es eine ganze Reihe solcher Kleinverlage. Aber kaum einer von ihnen hat sich letztlich gehalten oder entwickeln konnen. Erinnert sei an Namen wie Claassen oder Neske." ("Der Vater des Regenbogens") ( 34. Another important sector of the small and alternative press movement which has become institutionalized are the Frauenverlage (e.g. Frauenoffensive which initiated a "Produktions-und Vertriebsgemeinschaft" with Trikont, Frauenbuchverlag, Frauenpolitik, Amazonenverlag) and feminist bookshops. Information within the small press and alternative press movement in the Federal Republic of Germany has been disseminated by the "Literarisches Informations
The history of literary publishing from the late 1950s to the late 1970s reflects an evolution from the goals and value system of the prewar era (emphasis on the book as an individual creation, author orientation, distinctive programs, and limited production) to a modern publishing structure most clearly represented by larger media conglomerates such as Bertelsmann and Holtzbrinck (market orientation, program and edition diversification, authoreditor or production teams, and a perception of the publishing industry as a participant in the communications industry).35 Klaus Piper's concern for the identity of literary publishing houses, Siegfried Unseld's decision to publish a paperback series despite the warnings of his authors and mentor Peter Suhrkamp, Klaus Wagenbach's decision to form his own publishing firm and the subsequent "collective experiment" which led to Rotbuch Verlag, and the short-lived Literaturproduzenten all represent diverse responses to social and technological change within the historical context of the 1960s and 1970s.
Publishing in the 1980s
Today, literary publishers such as S. Fischer, Carl Hanser, Hoffmann und Campe, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, Rowohlt, and Suhrkamp represent a synthesis of both traditional and modern models. Many aspects of both models (including program selection, production, distribution, marketing or the more abstract goals and objectives upon which publishers base their enterprise) exist to varying degrees within individual firms. Wolfgang R. Langenbucher formulated, perhaps rather simplistically but appropriately, the goal of the contemporary literary publisher as "den Geist auf den Markt durchsetzen."36 Literary publishers maintain that they are attempting to create a market for their authors' works rather than responding to market demands. Yet a careful examination of the programs of major literary publishers would reveal that they attempt to accomplist both goals, i.e. they promote the author and the book (as an individual artistic creation) while utilizing advanced, sophisticated marketing techniques to accomplish their goals.37 A good example of the shift to a marketoriented approach to publishing is the proliferation of paperback series in science fiction and fantasy in literary publishing houses. Buying and selling rights is frequently perceived as merely an ancillary activity of publishers, and only receives public notice when the media reports substantial sums paid for paperback, bookclub or movie rights deals involving best-selling authors. Yet in reality the administration of rights, and the successful marketing While the primary online use of word-oriented data bases will probably be for secondary literature or rare texts, and while it is unlikely that many works of contemporary literature will be actually read online, there can be no question that the manner in which literary texts are produced, reproduced and distributed will be significantly altered in the future. Gradually more and more authors will deliver text on floppy disks as author and publisher systems become more compatible and are standardized. Suhrkamp is beginning to offer word processing systems to translators54 and some publishers are presenting economic incentives to authors who deliver manuscripts on floppy disks.
The economic advantages of electronic data storage (regardless of whether the publisher decides to eventually market the data base online) are considerable. In a Publishers Weekly study, 53 . Weichler, n.p. 54. Weichler, n.p. percentage costs for print production were compared with electronic production. While print publishers expend 49 percent of their total publishing costs on collecting, storing, processing and transforming information, electronic publishers expend only 3.4 percent for these functions, allocating the bulk of their budget (64 percent) for electronic dissemination.55 Electronic data storage permits the publisher to rapidly produce a variety of print editions or formats of one text or series of texts in hardcover, paperback, cassette or leatherbound collector volumes. Not only may the text be more readily disseminated and adapted for various print formats, it becomes in a sense more fluid.56 Chapters or passages of novels may be excerpeted for anthologies, condensations are more easily generated, letters or essays may be collected or published individually. As a result, the integrity of the original text is more assailable, both during the editing process and even after the text has been published in book form. Even after publication the text does not remain static, but may be reproduced in various formats or more easily adapted for other media.
The original text is no longer a typed manuscript delivered to the publisher, edited, reworked, cut, pasted and delivered to the typesetter, but an electronic text which, as Michael Heim argues, is open to a creative "overabundance" of possibilities.57 In a discussion of the effects of wordprocessing, considered from a philosophical perspective, Heim contends that thought processes and habits developed during electronic word processing represent a distinct departure from the classical concept of written expression and communication:
According to the traditional view, the virtue of writing is based on the development of intellectual integrity and the coherence of the consequent insight. According to the classical model, derived from Socrates, the meticulous determination of the word itself and its consequent usage lead to intellectual consistency, and thus also yield consistent truth. Electronic, wordprocessing, in contrast, creates a drastic increase of Heim's analysis raises important questions regarding the "fixity" of the traditional literary text in print vs. the potential for adaptation, indeed manipulation, of texts which are produced on electronic media and/or compose electronic data bases. The administration of literary data bases by publishers also poses many questions, too numerous and complex to be discussed here.59 Another central issue regarding electronic texts is their rapid production, distribution, consumption and extinction. Although electronic data processing may enable smaller publishers to become more competitive (in well-defined areas) with larger houses and thus offer a greater diversity of books, the actual distribution and marketing of significant numbers of new titles (over and above the current production levels in the industry), and the communication of these titles to readers through the review media, is highly problematic for both small and large publishers. Even within the current print environment most observers agree that the number of books produced cannot be accomodated by the distribution system.60 Electronic publishing and production in print Electronic texts per se do not merely offer the opportunity for the reader to determine plot outcome by selecting various options which have been preprogrammed (in the "interactive books" mentioned above), they contain the potential for the reader to become a "coauthor" or "editor" by adding, deleting or restructuring passages in the original text. To what extent then is it legitimate for the reader-writer to alter or "adapt" the original text in this manner? While it might be asserted that there are probably few readers who would be interested in editing or adapting electronic texts by actually writing their own passages to be inserted into the text, the ramifications of this type of literary production and reception warrant closer scrutiny.
The potential to select or write various beginnings, endings, or passages within a text and then compare and contrast them with the author's original would seem to have some pedagogical merit. There are certainly precedents for literary texts published in more than one version or Fassung. An analysis of the author's own text variants, a discussion of how the student perceives the author's variants as alternative treatments of central themes or issues in the text and finally a discussion of students' own text variants could heighten an awareness of linguistic and aesthetic features of the original and illuminate the author's and students' respective social and historical perspectives. Certainly the pedagogical device of asking students to write their own ending to a short story, fairy tale, etc. is frequently employed in textbooks.
A rather worrisome aspect of electronic texts is the increased potential for more sophisticated and subtle forms of text "adaptation" or outright plagiarism by some "creative writers." After a data base of fiction texts, or even nonfiction texts (e.g. travel magazines), had been acquired, it would not be difficult to copy and adapt passages and develop variant plot outlines.
Many of the so-called "genre series" (romances, westerns, detective stories, mysteries and to a certain extent fantasy and science fiction) which already rely on formula writing might utilize their own copyrighted literary data base(s) to develop new "products" in this fashion, but would simultaneously have to be more conscious of the potential of plagiarism from this data base. Transforming printed texts into electronic texts, in order to create a literary or research data base, is becoming much easier with the development of new technologies like the Kurzweil 4000 Intelligent Scanning System, which utilizes artificial intelligence to actually read printed pages into a data base. The potential to develop either a more uniform product or a highly differentiated product from a literary data base [by either the author, editor, adapter (e.g. for movies, theatre) or plagiarizer] might be facilitated by electronic "style analyzers" (at present still somewhat primitive with the exception of the Writer's Workbench)68 which could be adapted for various style applications based on aesthetic guidelines.
Further discussions of the function and use of "interactive books" and literary texts in electronic form should at the outset examine the degree to which the "reader" interacts with the text in both "receptive" and "productive" modes. In relation to other communications media the book has suffered a loss in a functionality, particularly in the areas of information analysis and dissemination. The book as the primary medium of literary communication will remain, but within a total media marketplace which produces and perceives literature in terms of a sector of the entertainment market. Nagl calls for a new type of book "das andere Buch" writing:
Wer die Demokratisierung und Entmythologisierung des Buches nicht darin erftillt sehen kann, daB Jerry Cotton nicht mehr als Heft, sondern auch als Taschenbuch und E. T. nicht nur als Film, sondern auch als Bilderbuch konsumiert werden, der mufB sich fuir den Erhalt des anderen Lesens, ftir die weitere Prasenz und Zuganglichkeit des anderen Buches engagieren, das seinen Wert und seine Wurde gerade in seiner marktstrategischen Ungeeignetheit erweist.76 A clear assessment and reevaluation of our understanding of how contemporary literature is produced, distributed and received in a literary marketplace, which is rapidly transforming into a subculture of the international media marketplace, is a
